The American Judicature Society’s Model Merit Selection Plan in Theory and in Practice
Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

Nominating Commission

Commission submits
a list of nominees to
appointing authority

Phase Four

Phase Five

Option 1
Judicial appointment system
established by statute or by
state constitutional
amendment

•
•
•

A constitutional amendment
or state statute utilizes the
force of law to underscore
and codify a particular
aspect of the process, e.g.,
removing political parties
from all nomination
Deadlines for
processes.
Executive order systems
permit successive
administrations to design
the process or alter levels of
influence over the
commission without formal
approval from the
legislature.

State governor establishes a
judicial appointment system
by executive order
Option 2

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Comprised of both lawyers and
lay persons
AJS recommends 5 members;
in practice, state commissions
vary from 5 to 24 members
Responsible for recruiting,
investigating, interviewing, &
evaluating candidates for
judgeships
Commission carries out
screening duties independent
of formal control by governor
or legislators
Commission is subject to antidiscrimination rules
Commissioners appointed by
governor, bar associations,
judges, legislators, or existing
members. Appointments
made on a nonpartisan or
bipartisan basis
Staggering terms of service
Term limits of service
Commissioners prohibited from
applying for judgeships for
specified number of years after
leaving commission
In most states, commissioners
prohibited from holding paid
public office or any official
political party position.
Commission should
encompass the diversity of the
jurisdiction and the bar
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•
•
•
•

•

•

Appointing authority
typically vested in state
governor
Commission produces
a list of best-qualified
nominees only
Final list of nominees
made public, and
public comment invited
Appointing authority
constrained to appoint
only from list of
nominees
recommended by
commission
AJS recommends
commissions submit no
more than 5 and no
less than 2 nominees
per vacancy, though in
practice maximum and
minimum number
varies by state law or
executive orders.
Deadlines established
for appointing authority
to act on submitted
nominees. Typically,
appointing authority
must act within 30 days
or responsibility passes
to Chief Justice or the
presiding judge.

Retention
Mechanism
•

Candidate
appointed to
bench by
governor

Nominee may be
subject to
confirmation by
state senate,
entire state
legislature, or an
executive council

Judges retained
through an
uncontested
retention election

OR
•
Judges reappointed
through nominating
commission and
appointing authority.

On retention election
ballots, the sole
question presented to
voters is whether or not
Judge X shall be
retained in office (“Vote
Yes or No”)
Reappointment
systems may consider
other nominees in
addition to the sitting
judge in order to form a
recommendation.

Establishing a formal
state-sponsored and
funded judicial
performance review
and evaluation
provides information
to voters in public
comments sessions
& retention elections.

